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ABSTRACT: We present the results of extensive three-dimensional off-lattice Monte Carlo simulations
of two interacting spherical brushes. We have measured the interacting force in systems where curvature
effects are important. Our results support a description of the force profile divided into two regimes. At
short separating distances between the brushes the force is well described by the theory of Witten and
Pincus, whereas at larger distances the interaction is reproduced by extending the theory of Flory for
dilute polymer solutions. The overall behavior is also compared with the predictions of the phenomenological theory of Doroszkowski and Lambourne. The characteristic radial size of an unperturbed brush follows
the same scaling relationship found in the star polymer systems approximation.

I. Introduction
The structure and dynamics of polymer brushes have
been the subject of considerable experimental and
theoretical activity in the past years. Polymer brushes
are characterized by a high concentration of end-grafted
polymers onto a nonadsorbing surface. The constrained
geometrical environment limits the available space the
polymers can occupy, forcing the chains to stretch out,
normal to the surface, forming a brush. These systems
are found to be particularly relevant in many aspects
of polymer science and technology, such as the stabilization of colloidal particles, lubrication, adhesion, or as
potential drug carriers.1-6
From a theoretical point of view, the scaling properties of polymer chains anchored onto planar surfaces
were initially worked out by de Gennes and Alexander.7,8 Immediately after, Semenov,9 Milner-WittenCates,10,11 and Zhulina-Priamitsyn-Borisov12,13 developed a self-consistent-field theory, predicting a parabolic
form for the density profile and obtained an expression
for the free energy of two interacting flat brushes. Their
predictions were well supported by Monte Carlo14-17 and
molecular dynamics18 simulations.
The introduction of curved interfaces results in polymer brush structures whose properties differ significantly from those at flat interfaces. This is mainly due
to the increased volume available to the stretched
polymer as it moves away from the interface. These
systems are found to display a rich behavior, and for
instance, colloidal silica spheres with grafted alkane
chains undergo a sol-gel transition when dispersed in
hexadecane solution.19
More recently, the use of the light-scattering properties of coated spherical particles has been found to be a
useful and nondestructive way to probe and size systems
ranging from blood cells to paper whiteners.20 Also,
spherical brushes formed by colloidal poly(methyl methacrylate) spheres with a grafted layer of poly(12-hydroxy
stearic acid) (PMMA-PHSA) has served as a model to
emulate hard spheres, minimizing the effect of van der
Waals forces.21 Therefore, a clear understanding of the
polymer induced forces between brushes is essential to

precisely determine the effect of polymer additives in
chemical and biological systems.
There have been several attempts to determine the
rheological properties and the effective interaction
between spherical brushes. However, the validity of the
results is restricted to specific limiting cases. The
monomer concentration profile given by Daoud and
Cotton22 was derived assuming a star-shaped polymer.
Witten and Pincus23 (to be referred as WP) derived an
expression for the effective interaction potential in the
regime where the chains extend far beyond the diameter
of the colloidal particles. More recently, Borukhov and
Leibler24 studied the interaction between spherical
brushes in the Derjaguin approximation,25 whose validity is limited to systems with small curvature effects.
Previous Monte Carlo simulations26 have focused on the
density and chain-end profiles of single, noninteracting,
brushes.
From the experimental point of view, studies of
spherical brushes, and grafted layers in general, appear
rather scarce certainly due to the strong difficulties in
the control of the grafting procedure with long polymer
chains.27
The purpose of the present paper is to present the
results of extensive numerical simulations of two interacting spherical brushes. The objective is twofold. First,
to check, compare, and determine the range of validity
of the existing theories, and second, to obtain the
interaction profile in the whole range of distances for
systems where the curvature effects are relevant. We
will show that, when the two particles are brought to a
very close distance, the interaction is well described by
the WP theory, whereas when the particles are far
enough apart, the behavior is reproduced by extending
the Flory theory of very dilute polymer solutions.28 The
overall behavior will be also compared with the predictions of the phenomenological theory of Doroszkoeski
and Lambourne29 (to be referred as DL).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section II we present a theoretical review summarizing
the main features of the WP theory, the Flory theory
for dilute polymer solutions, and the DL theory. In
section III we describe the numerical procedure and the
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method used to compute the interacting force. In section
IV we present a detailed analysis of the numerical
calculations, and section V concludes with a brief
summary and a discussion of the results.
II. Theoretical Review
We briefly summarize here the main theoretical
results concerning the interaction of two spherical
brushes, particularly in systems where the curvature
effects are important. In such cases, the polymer chain
length N is comparable to or even larger than the
spherical colloidal radius rc. The limiting case N . rc
will correspond to the star polymer approximation.
Witten and Pincus23 derived an expression for the free
energy of one spherical brush by using the monomer
density profile previously obtained by Daoud and Cotton
in the star polymer approximation.22 They assumed that
when two colloidal particles, containing each f chains
grafted onto their surfaces, were brought together to a
very close distance, the system could be approximated
by a single colloid with 2f polymers anchored onto its
surface. Thus, the change in the free energy bringing
the two brushes from the infinity to a close distance
coincides with the free energy of a single and isolated
brush. They found the interaction potential between the
two brushes to depend logarithmically on their separation,

(

VWP(R) ) A ln

rc
R - 2rc

)

(1)

where R is the distance between the centers of the
colloidal particles. Thus, the force is given by

FWP(R) )

A
R - 2rc

(2)

The constant A was found to follow a power-law
dependence with f,

A ∼ f 3/2

(3)

Since the WP theory is expected to work adequately
at small distances, we were interested in finding an
expression for the interaction when the spherical brushes
are separated by intermediate or large distances. An
answer to this problem can be found by extending the
Flory theory for dilute polymer solutions.28
Flory assumed that for very dilute polymer solutions
each polymer can be seen as a collection of monomers
forming a rather spherical object characterized by a
Gaussian-like monomer density profile. Bringing together two of such polymers might eventually result in
an overlapping of the domains. Hence, in the presence
of a good solvent, a repulsive force appears between
them. The derived expression for the force in units of
kBT takes the form

FF(R) ) CRe-DR

2

(4)

where the constants C and D scale as

C∼
and

M2
〈r 2 〉5/2

(5)

D∼

1
〈r2〉

(6)

M is the mass or the total number of segments inside
the globular polymer, and 〈r2〉 is the averaged end-toend square distance. We can apply this result to the case
of two interacting spherical brushes provided that they
are sufficiently apart not to feel the presence of the inner
core of the brush. Under these circumstances, we can
take M ) Nf in the above expression, and 〈r2〉 can be
defined as twice the averaged square distance of the
monomer chain ends forming the brush to the core,

∫0∞r2(r) d3br
〈r 〉 ) 2
∫0∞(r) d3br
2

(7)

where (r) is the chain-end monomer concentration.
A completely different approach to the study of the
interaction between two spherical brushes was given by
the phenomenological theory of Doroszkoeski and Lambourne.29 They assumed that as the two spherical
brushes approach, the polymer chains do not interpenetrate, resulting in an increase of the local monomer
concentration and, as a consequence, in the osmotic
pressure. The originated repulsive force is given by the
change in the osmotic pressure multiplied by the contact
area between the two brushes:

(

FDL(R) ) ∆Ππ R0 -

R
R
R0 +
2
2

)(

)

(8)

where R0 is the characteristic radial size of an unperturbed brush measured from the center of the core. ∆Π
is the change of the osmotic pressure, and it is given by
a rather complicated function of the size of the interacting region. In units of kBT it reads

∆Π )

(

2
2
v*23 - v23
1 v*2 - v2
+
+ O (v24)
v1
2
3

)

(9)

where v2 is the volume fraction occupied by the Nf
monomers in an isolated brush:

v2 )

aNf
τ

(10)

a being the volume of a single monomer and τ the
volume occupied by the monomer chains:

τ)

4π
(R 3 - rc3 )
3 0

(11)

v*2, defined by

v*2 ) v2 (VR + VH)/VH

(12)

is the volume fraction occupied by the monomers in the
compressed state. Monomers initially located inside VR
(half of the overlapping region between the two brushes)
are redistributed into the volume VH since chains are
not allowed to interpenetrate in this model32 (see Figure
1). Finally, v1 is a constant giving the molar volume of
the solvent.
The DL theory is, in principle, valid over all relative
distances between the two brushes. However, a quantitative analysis of this model involves a truncated
expansion of the change in the osmotic pressure and
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where V is a hard-sphere potential:

{

0, for |r - r | > σ
V(rij) ) ∞, for |ri - rj | < σ
i
j

Figure 1. Schematic representation of two interacting spherical brushes in the DL model. R0 is the radial size of an isolated
brush, and rc is the core radius. The shadowed regions
represent VH and VR.

Different polymer configurations are generated by
changing the position of a randomly selected monomer.
If the monomer is inside the chain (between the first
monomer, permanently anchored, and the last monomer), its position changes by rotating an arbitrary angle
between 0 and 2π around the axis connecting the
previous and following monomer in the chain. Chain
ends just perform random wiggling motions. The proposed motion is accepted whereas the excluded-volume
interaction is preserved. A link-cell method31 has been
implemented in the algorithm to efficiently check all
possible monomer overlaps.
Initially, the two spherical brushes are kept sufficiently far away to ensure that during the equilibration
process they do not interact. The simulation box is taken
to be large enough to avoid any possible boundary
effects.
We define one Monte Carlo step (MCS) as 2 × N × f
trials to move the chains. Initially, each individual
spherical brush has been equilibrated typically during
2 × 106 MCS.
To compute the force between the two spherical
brushes, we have used the numerical technique developed by Toral, Chakrabarti, and Dickman.16
The main idea consists of computing the change in
the free energy F due to an infinitesimal change in the
relative positions R of the two interacting spherical
brushes. The force, in units of kBT, is given by

F(R) ≡
Figure 2. Schematic representation of two spherical brushes
separated a distance R. Each brush consists of f polymers of
length N grafted to a spherical surface of radius rc.

requires the determination of the unperturbed radial
size of the brush R0 which is usually difficult to measure
with precision.
In the next section we will introduce the numerical
model the purpose of which is to compute the force
between two spherical brushes. The results obtained
will serve to test, compare, and determine the range of
applicability of the WP, Flory, and DL theories.
III. Numerical Model
We have simulated the interaction between two
spherical brushes by using three-dimensional off-lattice
Monte Carlo methods.26 A brush is generated by homogeneously distributing f polymer chains onto a colloidal
particle modeled by a impenetrable sphere of radius rc.
Each polymer is represented by the pearl-necklace
model30 containing N beads of diameter σ. The initial
configuration of the self-avoiding polymer is randomly
generated being the first monomer permanently anchored to the surface. (It is never allowed to move.) A
schematic representation of the system is shown in
Figure 2.
Monomers interact through a steric hard-core potential of the form
2×N×f

Usteric )

∑

i,j)1

V(rij)

(13)

(14)

∂ ln Z(R)
∂R

(15)

where Z(R) ) exp(-F/kBT) is the partition function of
the system. Because of the hard-core structure of the
potential (see eq 14), the partition function
2×N×f

Z(R) )

∫∏

2×N×f

dri exp ( -

i)1

∑
j)1

V(rij )/kBT) (16)

is equal to the volume of all possible polymer chains
configurations compatible with the two spherical colloids
separated a distance R. The force is finally obtained by
numerically evaluating the averaged sum over all i
monomers of a polymer belonging to brush A and a
monomer j of brush B located within a distancer < rij <
r + ∆r and forming an angle θ < θij < θ + dθ measured
with respect to the line that joins the two colloids.

F(R) )

〈

1

N×f

N×f

∑ ∑
∆r i)1
j)1

r<rij<r+∆r

cos θij

〉

(17)

The procedure starts by placing the two equilibrated
brushes at a large enough value of the distance R. After
the force has been computed by using the above expression, the distance R is reduced by an amount ∆R ) 1,
and the system is let to equilibrate further by 105 MCS,
before computing the force again. The whole process is
repeated until the desired minimum value of the
distance R is achieved. ∆r ) 0.001. Additionally, a
similar expresion for the interactions between the
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Figure 3. Volume fraction occupied by the monomers v(r)
plotted against the distance to the surface core r - rc for
different values of the chain length N and number of grafted
chains f. Inset: zoom of the region where v(r) drops to zero,
defining the characteristic size of the brush R0.

Figure 4. Brush height R0 as a function of x ) N3/5f 1/5. The
straight line of unitary slope corresponds to the star polymer
approximation.

monomers and the colloidal particle cores has to be
considered to compute the whole force between the two
brushes.
IV. Results and Discussion
The force between two spherical brushes has been
computed as a function of their relative distance for
different sets of parameters (N, f). The core radius of
the colloidal particle where polymers are grafted is
taken to be rc ) 5σ and is kept constant through all the
simulations. The diameter of the monomers is set to σ
) 1. We have varied the number of grafted chains from
f ) 5 to f ) 90, and we have taken polymer chain lengths
in the range N ) 30 to N ) 100.
To compare the numerical results with the theoretical
predictions of the DL theory, we need to determine the
characteristic radial size of an unperturbed spherical
brush R0. This quantity is defined as the value of r
where the monomer radial density profile φ(r) drops to
zero. φ(r) is defined as usual:

φ(r) )

ν(r)
4πr2 dr

(18)

ν(r) being the number of monomers located within a
distance between r and r + dr from the center of the
sphere (to this purpose we have taken dr ) σ/2). As an
example, in Figure 3 we have plotted the volume
fraction occupied by the monomers v(r) ) 4π/3(σ/2)3φ(r)
for different values of chain length N and number of
grafted chains f.
In agreement with the results of Toral et al.,26 we
have found that R0(N,f) behaves as in the star polymer
approximation, reproducing the scaling relationship

R0 ∼ N3/5f 1/5

(19)

This result supports the previous findings of Daoud and
Cotton22 expected to be valid for large polymer chains
(N . rc) and a large number of grafted chains. In Figure
4 the brush height R0 is represented as a function of x
) N3/5f 1/5. Note that all the data fall reasonably well
on a straight line of unitary slope. As a consequence,
since the WP free energy was derived under the as-

Figure 5. Force between two interacting spherical brushes
for N ) 50 and f ) 25, 40, 90. Inset plot: case N ) 50, f ) 5.
At small relative distance the data are fitted according to the
WP theory (dashed curves), whereas at larger distances the
force profile is reproduced by the Flory theory (solid lines).

sumption of star polymer monomer density profile, we
can expect the WP theory to work properly when the
two brushes are in close proximity.
The computed force between the two brushes vs their
relative distance is represented in Figure 5. We have
taken a chain length of N ) 50 and varied the number
of chains f ) 5, 25, 40, 90. At short distances the
interacting profile can be fitted according to the WP
theory (dashed curve), whereas at larger distances the
measured data can be adjusted with the Flory-type
theory introduced above for dilute polymer solutions
(solid curve). Figure 6 shows the results for f ) 25 and
chains lengths N ) 30, 50, 100. Notice that at small
distances the force profile becomes rather independent
of N as expected from the WP theory. As can be seen in
the previous plots, and in all the cases studied, it is
remarkable that with the WP and Flory theories in
principle valid in the limiting cases of small and large
relative distance between the brushes, we can adjust
the whole interacting profile.
The best fit to the numerical data determines the
values of the adjustable constants A (see eq 2) and C
and D (see eq 4) that appear in the WP and Flory
theories, respectively. The behavior of A, for N ) 50, as
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 for f ) 25 and N ) 30, 50, 100.

Figure 7. A log-log plot of the parameter A vs the number
of grafted chains f. The best fit to the data gives a slope of
1.50 ( 0.02, in agreement with the expected power-law
behavior of 3/2 (see eq 3).

a function of the number of grafted chains f is represented in a log-log plot in Figure 7. The best fit to the
data gives a slope of 1.50 ( 0.02, in agreement with the
expected power-law dependence A ∼ f 3/2 (see eq 3). We
should remark that the WP theory was derived in the
limiting cases of f ) 1, f ) 2, and f . 1. This fact explains
the small deviations observed from the expected theoretical behavior for the intermediate values of f (15 e f
e 25). In Figure 8, we show in a log-log plot the scaled
force F(R)/f 3/2 as a function of the relative distance
between the brushes. We can observe all the data falling
into a master curve for small distances where the WP
theory is expected to work. Deviations appear as soon
as we enter in the Flory regime. For the sake of clarity,
we have drawn a line with slope -1 that is followed by
the numerical data in the WP regime.
To analyze the behavior of parameters C and D, we
need to compute the averaged square distance of the
chain-end monomers as it has been described in eq 7.
The chain-ends concentration (r) is defined similarly
to eq 18 as

(r) )

µ(r)
4πr2 dr

(20)

µ(r) being the number of chain-end monomers within a
distance between r and r + dr.

Figure 8. A log-log plot of F/f 3/2 as a function of the relative
distance between brushes R - 2rc. A solid line of slope -1 is
included to guide the eye and identifies the WP regime.

Figure 9. A log-log plot of the constant D vs the inverse of
the averaged square distance of the chain-end monomers 1/〈r2〉.
The best fit to the data gives a slope of 1.06 ( 0.05 supporting
the expected linear relationship of eq 6.

The behavior of D as a function of 1/〈r2〉 for all the
sets (N, f) studied is shown in Figure 9. The best fit to
the data gives a slope of 1.06 ( 0.05, in agreement of
the expected linear relationship (see eq 6).
Similarly, we have plotted in Figure 10 on a log-log
scale C/(Nf)2 vs 1/〈r2〉. For the sake of clarity, we have
included a solid line of slope 5/2 corresponding to the
theoretical prediction of Flory (see eq 5). Deviations from
this behavior are found in systems with large f and
small N values, precisely where the assumption of a
Gaussian monomer density profile fails. In the first case,
large f values force the chains to be strongly stretched,
whereas small chain lengths fall out of the asymptotic
regime where the Gaussian distribution for a globular
polymer is found.
There are two main reasons for the Flory theory to
break down. First, the density profile of end-grafted
polymer chains is not Gaussian, in general, except for
highly curved surfaces. The latter case corresponds to
the star polymer approximation where the center-toend distance is found to reproduce a Gaussian distribution.33 Furthermore, the theory does not consider the
changes induced in the density profile while the polymers interact. Second, when two brushes are far enough,
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configurational one as it happens in planar surfaces.
The qualitative agreement found with our Monte Carlo
simulations confirms this result for spherical and high
grafting densities.
V. Conclusions

Figure 10. A log-log plot of C/(Nf)2 vs 1/〈r2〉. A solid line of
slope 5/2 in included to guide the eye (see eq 5).

Figure 11. Force between two interacting spherical brushes
for a fixed chain length N ) 50 and differnt number of grafted
chains f. Inset plot: force profile for f ) 25 and different chain
lengths. The solid lines correspond to the theoretical predictions of the DL theory. The open triangles in this figure
correspond to the force derived by the WLF SCF-lattice model
for f ) 31 and N ) 50 (taken from ref 35).

the only interaction between them is through the
polymer chains, as described by Flory, but as the two
brushes approach, the interaction of the chains with the
core of the colloidal particle becomes relevant and it is
not taken into account.
Next, we compare the computed interacting force
between the two brushes with the theoretical predictions of the DL theory. In Figure 11 we show the results
for a fixed chain length (N ) 50) and different number
of grafted chains f. We separately represent in the inset
plot of the figure the results for f ) 25 and different
polymer lengths. In all the cases studied, systematic
deviations from the DL theory are observed at small
separating distances between the two brushes. Whereas
the DL theory assumes the interacting polymer chains
to recoil and keep inside the domain of its own brush
VH, at small distances this requirement cannot be
fulfilled together with the excluded-volume criteria;
thus, chains are forced to interpenetrate. Besides that,
we should note that the DL model is an osmotic model,
neglecting the change in the free energy associated with
the available chain configurations. DL expected the
osmotic term to be much larger in comparison with the

In this work we have presented for the first time the
results of extensive three-dimensional off-lattice Monte
Carlo simulations of two interacting spherical brushes.
We have calculated the force for different values of the
chain length N and number of grafted chains f. We have
found that the force profile can be divided into two
regimes. When the brushes are located within a relative
close distance, the measured force is well described by
the WP theory, whereas as the separation between the
brushes increases, the force is reproduced by extending
the theory of Flory for dilute polymer solutions. The
overall behavior is qualitatively well adjusted, except
at short distances, with the phenomenological DL theory
for a high density of grafted chains. Finally, we should
notice that the characteristic radial size of an isolated
brush is found to reproduce the scaling relationship for
the star polymer’s case.
These results differ from previous numerical studies
based on the self-consistent-field lattice formalism of
Lind and Gast34 and Wijmans, Leermakers, and Fleer35
(to be referred as WLF).
Lin and Gast used a one-dimensional SCF lattice with
a modified Derjaguin approximation. Their model could
not reproduce the profile predicted by the WP theory,
presenting strong discrepancies in systems with large
curvature. The main reason is due to the fact that the
Dejarguin approximation neglects the lateral distribution of monomers, resulting in an overestimated interacting force.
WLF developed a two-dimensional SCF lattice for an
athermal system. Their results for N ) 50 and f ) 31,
using the same core radius as the one used in our
simulations (rc ) 5), are reproduced in Figure 11 (open
triangles) and compared with our results for f ) 25 and
f ) 40. Although the results are of the same magnitude,
the WLF model overestimates the interaction at short
distances. Since the SCF lattice formalism does not
account for monomer correlations, there is a higher
monomer concentration at short distances in comparison
with the one found in Monte Carlo simulations.36 This
higher monomer concentration is responsible for a
higher repulsive force.
It is worth commenting that the Flory theory for
dilute polymer solutions and the osmotic theory of DL
could be also applied to predic the interaction profile
for the case of flat grafted layers. In this sense, the
Gaussian monomer distribution should be replaced by
the characteristic monomer density profile of a flat
grafted layer, and a measurement of the typical height
of a free brush is also needed.
We expect these results to stimulate further theoretical and experimental studies toward the understanding
of more complex systems like the behavior of colloidal
particle systems in solution. In this sense, the computed
force can be directly related to the measure of disjoint
pressures by using the expressions derived by Evans
and Napper.37
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